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OF THE 
! Fourth International 
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The lhpcrialirt . LJm+, ye: -. 372? War -,I:. , - 
-,j,L+l - L 4 : , - i.i&, --.=. , 
AND THE 
. .  - 8 
hletarian Revolution 
' w ' ~ f t s t a  was adopted by the EmFiguq 
Mcmm of the Fourth International, held 
May 19-26, 1940, in a neutral country. 
Mandated delegates at the Emergency Con- 
ference represented sections of the Fourth Inter- 
national in the United State, Germany, Belgium, 
Canada, Mexico, Spain, Cuba, Argentina, Porto 
Rim and Chile Fraternal dcl-tcs wee m t  
from the Australian and Chinese d o n s  and 
from the editorial board of the '%ul1etin of the 
Oppmition," organ of the Rttssian Bolshwik- 
Lcninists. Organizations mated with tht. 
Fourth Interntionat in England, France, China, 
Switzerland and Bulgaria, unable to send repre 
scntativea or m d a ~ t s  b u s t  of war wndi- 
fiolldi or other adowse factors, mt dedaratim 
of solidarity. Thc m m g ~  of the war and of 
ruthless suppms~im made it impassible to con- 
tact in time to WII ' from the 
al3liPtea of the Fourth T=n Holland, 
Pdand, Czcchos1Wa, Scarmdinauia, Patestint, 
Lithuania, Rumania, Ind&China, Swth A f rim 
and Brazil. 
The chief work of the h q e m y  Confermet 
was the prepadan of this Manifesto to the 
w d d  working cl- Tftis Manifesto is a unique 
achievement. It is an all-sided analysis of the 
war and of the factors making for the trans- 
formatbn of this war into a struggle for a 
Socialist United States of Europe on the rmd 
to a World Federation of Socialist Republics ; at 
the same time it is a call to action giving strategic 
and tactiml d irdves .  
Written in May, the Manifesto has p e d  the 
test of subsequent events. Its basic principles arc 
unalterable by any changes in the war map! 
Here is the road for the world working class I 
Imperialist War 
and the 
Proletarian World Revolution 
The Emergency Conference of the Fourth Inttrnatiod, 
the world party of the sociatist revoIution, convenes at the 
turning point of the second imprialist war. The stage of 
probing for opdngs, of making preparations and of rela- 
tive military inactivity baa been left far behind. Germany 
has u n M  all the furies of taen in a major offensive to 
which the Ares are rcpIyiag in kind with all their forces of 
destruction. From now on the Hfe of Europe 'and all nf 
mankind will be determined for a long time by the course of 
the imprialist war and by its economic and political con- 
"9u- 
The Fourth International considers that now is the time 
to say openly and clearly how it views this war and its par- 
ticipants, how it tvaluaks the war policies of various l a b  
organizations, and, most important, what is the way out ta 
peace, ftwaoan and platy. 
The Fourth Tntemtional turns not to the governments 
who have dragooned the peopfes into the slaughter, nor l o  
the bourgeois politidam who bear the respon~ibility for 
thew govemmtntn, nor to the labor bwcaucracy which sup- 
ports the warring bourgeoisie. The Fourth International. 
turns to the workhg men and women, the soldiers md 
sailors, the mined p s a n h  and the enslaved donid pto- 
ples. The Fourth International has no ties whatsoever with 
the oppressots, the exploiters, the imperialists. Tt is the 
world party of the toilers, the oppressed, and the exploited, 
This Manifesto is a d d d  to them. 
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The General Causes d the 
Technology is idmitely more powerful now than at the 
end of the war of 1914-1918, whereas mankind k much 
morc pcwerty4cIce.n. The standard of living has declined 
in me country after another, On the threshold of the pres- 
ent war, agrkdhue was in worn d t i o n  than at the 
outbreak of the last war. The agricultural countries arc 
mined. In the industrial countries the mid& classes are 
being ravaged economically and a permanent sub-class of 
unemployed -modern pariahs - has k n  f onned. The 
domestic market has narrowed. The export of capital haa 
been redud. Imperialism has actually shattered the world 
market, breaking it up into spheres dominated by powerful 
individnal countties. With the considerable i n e m  in the 
population of the earth, the world trade of 109 state3 on 
our planet dropped ahnost one-fourth in the single M e  
prior to the presmt war, The turnwtr in foreign trade of 
some countries has hen  cut to on~half,  d r d ,  and 
one- fourth. 
The colonial mumtries arc sawng  from thdr amr in- 
fernal crises, and from the crises of the mhpli ta9 - 
ters. Backward nations which yeSterday were still semi- 
free are today pIunged into slavery (Abyssinia, -a, 
China. . . .). Every imperialist m t r y  must have its own 
sources of raw materials, above all for war, that is, for a 
new struggle for raw materials. In order to enrich thm- 
selves further, the capitalists are destroying and laying 
waste everything created by the labor of centuries. 
The world of decaying capitalism is over-crowded. The 
question of admitting a hundred extra refugees becomes a 
majw problem for such a world power as the United States. 
In an era of aviation, telegraph, telephone, radio and telt- 
vision, travel from country to country is paralyzed by pass- 
ports and visas. The period of the wasting away of foreign 
trade and the d e c k  of domestic trade is at the same time 
the period of the monstrous intensification of chauvinism 
and especially of anti-semitism. In the epoch of its rise, 
capitalism took the Jewish ~ 1 e  out of the ghetto and 
utilized them as an instrument in its cwnmerciaf expansiun. 
Today decaying capitalist society is striving to sqweze the 
Jewish people from all its pores; seventeen million indi- 
viduals out of the two billion populating the globe, that is, 
, . 
less than me percent, mn no longer find a place on out 
planet! Amid thc vast expbses of land and the marvel, of 
tehdogy, which has h conquered the skier for man aa 
well as the earth, the bwrpis ie  has manage4 to convert 
our planet into a foul prison. 
, Lenin and Imperialism 
On Mo~mkr 1, 1914, at the l x g b h g  of the last im- 
perialist war, Lain wrote: " ~ i m  has placed the 
$ate of Europwn culture at s t a h  After this war, if a 
mries  of s w a f u l  revolutions do not occur, more wars will 
2Eoffow-the fairy tale of a bar to end all wars' is a hollow 
and pernicious fai y tale." . . . Workers, call this prediction 
to mind1 The present war-& second imperialist war- 
is not an accident; it d- not result from the will of this or 
that dictator. It was predicted long ago. It derived its origin 
inexorably f m  the wntradictiona of htefnationaf capital- 
ist interests. Contrary to the &cid fables dcsigned to drug 
the peopIe, the chief cause of war as of all other social 
wils-wemplayment, the high cost of living* fascism, CXP 
lonial opprdon--is tht private ownership of the m e w  of 
production tagether with tht bourgeois state which rests on 
this foundation. 
With the present lwei of technology and sfrill of the 
.workers it is quite p s i &  to weak adequate conditioru for 
&he material and spiritual dwtlopmo1t of all mankind. It 
would be necawq only to organize the economic life with- 
in 6 countrp and over our entire planet comedy, scim- 
tifieally, and rationally, according to a general plan. So 
long, however, as the main productive forces of d e t y  arc 
held by trusts, i.e., isolated c~phlist  cliques, and so long as 
the national state d m  a pliant tool in the hands of 
these cliques, the struggle for markets, for sources of raw 
rnateriafs, for dominatim df the world must inwitably as- 
sume a more and more d-ctive character. State power 
and domination of economy mn be torn from the hands of 
these rapacious imperialist diqtses only by the revolutionarJr 
%orking class. That L the meaning of Lenin's warning that 
';without "a series of successful revolutions" a new imp&& 
ist war would inwitably follow. The differmt predictha 
and promises which wtre made have been submitted to rbe 
test of events. The fairy tale of the "war to ead dl w a d '  
has been proved a tie. M ' s  prediction has become tragic 
'bf the Wut 
The h m d h t e  aust of the pr-t war is the rivalry 
b Qfd wealthy d d  empires, Great Britain and 
FrameJ d the belated im-st plunderers, Gumany 
The ninetemth oeniury was thc trsl of the h t e s b b l e  
hcgunosy of the ddwt capitalist power, Great Britain. 
From 181 5 to 1914-true enough, not without isolated mil- 
itary explosion-"British pa1' reigned. Tbc British 
fleet, mightiest in the world, played the role of potimmm of 
the sew. This era, however, has receded into the put, As 
early as the end of the last cmtury, Gemmy, armed with 
modem technology, bebegan to move toward fist place hi 
Europe. On the other side of the ocean aa cwn raort pw- 
crful country arose, a former British colony. The most b 
portant economic contradiction which led to tlr war of 
1914-1918 was the rivalry between G r d  Britain Irld Ger- 
many. As for the United States, its partidpatian in tb war 
was of a preventive c h a r a c t e r h y  could not he per- 
mitted to subjugate the European continent. 
The defeat hurled Germany back into coaplett 
tence. Dismembered, encircled by d e s ,  bankrupted bv 
indemnities, weakened by the convulsions of civil war, 
appeared to be out of the running for a long time to cwnnt, 
if not forever. On the European continent, first violin 
turned up temporarily in thc hands of Frame. For victo- - 
rious England, the balance sheet d the war left in thc fast 
analysis liabilities: increasing independma of the damin- 
ions; colonial movements for independence; loss of naval 
hegemony ; lessening of the importance of her navy through 
the development of aviation. 
Through i n 6  England still attempted to play the lead- 
ing role on the world arena in the first few years after 
victory. Her conflicts with the United States began to as- 
sume an obviously thratening character. It seemed as 
though the next war would flare up between the two Anglo- 
Saxon aspirants to world domination. England, however, 
soon had to convince hersdf that her s w c  economic 
weight was inadequate for combat with the colossus across 
the ocean, Her agreement with the United States on naval 
aqualiw s w e d  formal renunciation of naval hegemony, 
a b d y  lost in actual'ity. Her replacement of free trade by ' 
I' 
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aff w a b s i ~ e d o p e u ~ ~ f t h e t b f G p t ~ f ~  
industry on the world nmrkit.,Zkn~us&ti& d &ai* 
icy of *splendid W o n "  drew. in its wake the h t d u c t b  
of mpdsor). military service. Thus all the sacred &a&- . i 
I 
tions- were d d  away. 
A similar lack of ~~ bttween her e c m d e  
weight and her world @tbn is diamct&& of France 
t m , b u t o n a s d h d ~  HerkpmnyinEtrrope mted 
o n a b e m p w q c o m j ~ & ~ e r e a t e d b y t h e  
a n n i h i a t b n o f G u m a n p a l m d t b c ~ d d ~ b ~ o f  
the Versailks Traty. The size of her population a d  the 
economic foundation supptbq h i s  bcgEmony were fat 
too inadequate. Wbm the hypnosis of victory wore d, the 
real *latiofiship of forces sw@ to ShC surf- Frame 
proved to be mtlQi w&r than she had appeared not Onty 
to her friends but to htr d m .  Seeking cover, she bt- 
came in amae Great Britain's latest ddnim, 
Germany's regeneration on the basis of her first rate 
tedmiogy and organizational abilities wm inevitable It 
came sooner than was thuught p d b k  in large measure 
thmka to England's stipport of Germany against the US- 
SR, againat the d y c  p&ethm of Frame and, more 
remotely, against the United Sktm. Such mtmdonal 
d i n a t i o n s  proved successful for capitalist Eqland more 
t h a n o n m i n t h e p s t s o l o n g a s s b e r ~ t b e ~ t :  
power. In her wnitity she proved of dtaling with 
those spirits she had herdf wokd 
Armed witb a techdogyd ~ Q T C  modtm, of flex- 
ibility, and of higher productive ca&ty, Gemmy once 
a g a h b e g a n t o q ~ ~ o u t o f v e r y ~ t  
markets, paddarly  Europe and ];rrbn 
America. ln mamt to the niaefeenth oentury, when the 
mqetition h e e n  capitalist countries dweIoped on an 
*ding world market, the d c  arena of 8-1c 
todayisnarrowingdownsoth~noPhingremainsopento 
the imperialists except tearing of the worId- market 
away from each other. 
The initiative for the new 4visiotl af tht world this 
as in 1914 belanged e y  to German b@&n. 
Caught off guard t l a t B r i k i a h ~ ~ a ~ p t e d t 0  
biry & way' outwtt iif Wiu' a3 tbe *'of 
others (Auwia, .- ). mt this pow 'was 
sbort-liv&d 'Ttimthhip" with Gr$at Btitain w u  d y  a 
IF1 
brief taaid phase for Hitler. London had already -d- 
ed Hitler more than he had &dated on gctting. The 
Munich agreement through which Chamberlain hoped to 
seal a 1- time friendship with Gumany led, on the con- 
trary, to a hastening of the break Hitler muld - noth- 
ing more from London-further expansion of Germany 
would strike at the life lines of Great Britain hersdf. Thus 
the "new era of pee" proclaimed by Chamberlain in Octo- 
btr, 1938 led within a few months to the most terrible of 
all wars. 
The United States 
While Great Britain has exerted every effort sin= the 
fist months of tht war to seize blockaded Germany's va- 
cated positions in the world market, the United States bas 
almost automatically been driving Great Britain out. Two- 
thirds of the world's gold is concentrated in the M c a n  
vadts. The remaining third is flowing to the same place. 
England's role as banker for the world is a thing of the 
past. Nor are matters in other spheres much better, Whik 
Great Britain's navy and merchant marine are su&ring 
great bses, the Arnerium shipyards are building ships on a 
colossal: d e  which will seam the prafiance of the 
American fleet wer the British and the Japanese. The 
United Stam is obviausly preparing to adopt the two B0Wb.r - 
s t a d w d  (a navy stronger than the combined fleets of the 
next two strongest powers). The new program for thc air 
fleet envisages securing the superiority of the United States 
over all the rest of the world. 
However, the industrial, financial and military strength 
of the United States, the foremost capitalist power in the 
world, does not at all insure the blossoming of American 
economic life, but on the contrary, invests the crisis of her 
r&aI system with an especially rnabgnant and convulsive 
character. Gold in the billions cannot be made use of nor 
can the millions of unemployed! In the theses of the 
Fourth International, "War and the Fourth Intematioaal," 
published six years ago, it was predicted : "Capitalism in 
the United States is running head on into thase problems 
which impelled Germany in 1914 upon the road of war. . . . 
Fw Germany it was a question of 'organizing' Europe. For 
the United States it is a question of 'organizing' the world. 
(81 
History is taking m d k d  diiectly into the volc~nic m p  
tion of American imperi*," 
The "'New Deal" and tfie "Good Neighbd policg were 
the final attempts toamstpone the dimax by meliorating 
the soeial crisis through concessions and agreements. After 
the Bankruptcy of this policy, which swallowed up tens of 
billions, nothing else remained for American imperialism 
but to resort to the method of the mailed 6st. Undcr one or 
another pretext and alogan the United S b t a  intervene 
in the tremendous clash in or& to m s i n ~ n  its world 
dominion. The order and the time of the struggle beWca 
American capitaIim and its enemies is not yet k n m  
perhaps m by Washington War with Japan w d d  be a 
struggle for 'living room" in the PacXc ocean. War in the 
Atlantic, even if directed immediately against Gemany, 
would be a struggle for the hedtage of Great Britain. 
The potential victory of Germany over the Allies hangs 
like a nightmare over Washhgta~ W~th the European con- 
tinent and the resources of its colonies as her base, with ah 
the European munition factories and shipyards at her dis- 
p d ,  Germany especially in combination with Japan in the 
Orient would constitute a mortal danger for American im- 
perialism. The present titanic battles on the fields of Europe 
are in this sen% preparatory eplsodes in the struggte be- 
tween Germany and America. France and England are 
only fortified positions of American capitalism, extended 
beyand the Atlantic. If the frontiers of England are located 
on the Rhine, as one of the British premiers put it, then 
the American imperWists might well say that the frontiers 
of the United States are on the Thames. In its fweriah 
preparation of public opinion for the coming war, Wash- 
ington does not spare nabk indignation over the fate uf 
Fintand, Denmark, Norway, HoIlmd, Belgium. . . . With 
the occupation of Denmark the question of Greedand aruac 
unexpectedly as k i n g  "geofogically" a part of the Westem 
hemisphere and containing by happy charlot deposits of 
cryolite, indhpasabIe in the production of alumhum. Nor 
d w  Washingtal overlook a s k e d  China, the helpless 
PhiPpphes, the orphaned Dutch Indies, and open aea 
routes. Thus phihthmpic sppthies for oppmsed na- 
tions and even ddesations of geology are driving the 
United States into war. 
The American a d  forces, however, could intervene 
191 
smssfufly ody so long as France and the British IsIes. re- 
main solid bases of support. S h d d  France be mapied and 
Geman troops appear on the TItamee, the relationship of 
forms would shift drastically to the disadvantage of the 
United Stam. Washingtm is farced by these considera- 
tions to speed up dl the t e m p  but likewise to ponder the 
question : Has the opportune moment not been missed ? 
Aminst the &cia1 position of the White House are 
launched the noiay protests of Amerian isolationism which 
is itself only another d e t y  of the wry same imperialism. 
The section of the capZta1ists whose interests are bound up 
primarily with the American continent, Australia, and the 
Far East calculate that in the event of the defeat of the 
Allies, the United States wmld automatically gain a moaop 
oly for its own benefit not only of Latin America but also 
of Canada, Australia and New Zealand. As for China, the 
Dutch Tndies and the Orient in general, it is the conviction 
of the entire ruling b s  of the United States, that war with 
Japan is in any case inevitable in the near future. Undcr 
the guise of isolationism and pacifism, an inflticndal section 
of the bourgeoisie is working out a program f ~ r  American 
continental expansion and preparing for the struggle with 
Japan. War against Germany for the domination of the 
world, according to this plan, is only deferred. As for petty- 
bour~eois pacifists such as Norman Thomas and his fra- 
ternity, they are only choir in one of the imperiatist 
dam. 
Our struggle against United States intervention into the 
war has nothing in common with isolationism and pacifism. 
We tell the workers openly that the impriafist government 
cannot fail to drag this ewntry into war. The dispute with- 
in the ruling class involves only the question, when to entw 
the war and against whom to level the fire first. To count 
upon holding the United States to neutraliq by means of 
newspaper articIes and pacifist resolutions is like tdng to 
hold back the tide with a broom. The real struggle against 
war means the cIass stmggIe against imperialism and a 
merciless expostire of --bourgeois pacifism. Only rev* 
lution could prevent the Amcriean bourgeoisie from inter- 
vening in the second imperialist war or beginning the third 
imperialist war. All other meehds are either charlatanism 
The Defense d the "FatWondc' 
Almost a h t m W  years sgco when the national &te d l  
m p m d d  a d v d p  progrdvc factor, the Communist 
4 .  Manifesto p r d a k d  that the proletdam have rn father- 
@- land. Their only 'god is the creation of the tdk' father- land embrrtcinJr the whole A d  Tmad tht a d  of the 
nineteenth cen?arp, &e lmr@s A t e  wWh its armies and 
t a ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ o n t h e ~ o p m a r t o f  
productive foraes wid W a mtlch snore exltnsive 
a r t n a . A ~ w H o w r m t s o t t t ~ f o r t h c d e f e n w . o f  
the ''fatherbad" is playing tEtt same reactionary roIe which 
was played by the ptwmts of tk Vendee who rushed to 
the defense of the feudal rcgimt, that is, of their OWTI 
chains, 
In recent years and eva months, thE wwld has o b d  
with astaniskt Bow -9 sbtei d 1  from the map 
of Ettrope: Austria, Czech-, Atbania, Poland, 
-k, Nomay, Henan4 &lgium. . . . The politid 
map h bm reshad with eqttal sped in no other cp& 
save that of the NapoIcOnjc m. At that time it was a 
question of outlived fadal  states which had to give way 
before the bournis national date. Today it is a q u d m  
of outlived boufgeois s t a h  which must give way btfm the 
socistist federation of the peoples. Tht chain bxeaks as 
always at its weakest Id. The straggIe of the imperialist 
Mts leaves as little wxrpn far indepmdent.smdl states 
as dms the v i c i w  campkition of h s t s  and cartels for 
small mdepdcnt maatrfactarers and mwchants. 
Recause of its stmtqic ~ M O Q  Germany considers it 
more profitable to at* ib tnain d e 8  though the smaU 
and neutral d t s .  G m t  Britain anel Ftana an the con- 
trary deem it mare pdbbk to m r  t h d v e s  with the 
neutrality of the dsmsn stt& snd let Germany drive them 
through her blm into the of the "democratic" At- 
lies. The gist of the matter is nut dtered by thie difference 
in straEegic methods, Betwtm the cog-wheels of the great 
imperialist wmtries tfit d 9atSlites am Wng ground 
to dust. The "defengcf' of the huge fatherlands requires 
the d r a w  of a doaen andl and m i d d c - s ~  ones. 
But evmwithiegardto&ekgestates what isinvolved 
for the bourgeoisie is not at all a @on of defending the 
fatherland but ra-znarkets, foreign ~~1cessions, stm#c& 
- r  t111 
k 
of raw materiafa and spheres of influence. The bourgeoisie 
never defends the fatherland for the sake of the fatherland. 
They defend private property, privileges, profits. When- 
ever these sacred values are threatened, the bourgeoisie im- 
mediately t h  to the road of defeatism. That was the way 
of the Russian bourpdsie, whose sons after' the October 
revolution fought and are once again ready to fight in every 
army in the world against their own former fatherland. 
I n  order to save their capital, the Spanish bourgeoisie 
turned to Musmlini and Hitfer for military aid against 
their own people. The Norwegian bourgeoisie aided Hitler's 
invasion of Norway. Thus it always was and always win be. 
Officiat patriotism is a mask for the exploiting interests. 
Class condous workers throw this mask cmtemptuously 
aside. They do not defend the bourgeois fatherland, but the 
interests of the toilers and the oppressed of their own 
country and of the entire -Id. The theses of the Fourth 
Tntetnational state : "AgahjskPlze reactionary slogan of 'na- 
tional defense' it is nccemry to advance the slogan of the 
revolutionary destruction of the national state. To the mad- 
house of capitalist Europe it is necessary to counterpose the 
prowam of the SociaIist United States of Europe as a stage 
on the road to the Socialist United States of the World." 
The "Struggle tor Democtacf' 
No less a lie is the slogan of a war for democracy 
against Fascism. As i f  the workers have forgotten that the 
British government helped Hitler and his hangman's crew 
gain power ! The imperi Jist democracies are in reality tbe 
gratest  aristocracies in history, England, France, Hol- 
land, Belgium rest on the enslavement of colmiaf peoples. 
T h e  democracy of the United States rests upon the seizure 
of the vast wealth of an entire continent. All the efforts 
of these "democracies" are directed toward the presemation 
of their privi le~d position. A considerable portion of the 
war burden is unloaded by imperialist democracies onto 
their colonies. The slaves are obliged to furnish blood and 
gold in ordm to insure the possibility of their masters 
remaining slaveho?ders. The small capitdist democracies 
without mlonics are satenites of the great empires and 
glean a portion of their cdonial profits. The d i n g  classes 
of these a t e s  are ready to renounce democracy at m y  
m m  in order to preswve their privileges. 
1121 
In the iase of tiny Nomay the inner of & 
caying demmacy have arm again been revealed before the 
whole world The Norwegian bourgeoisie made simultane 
'ous use of the d-democratic govmment and the Fas- 
cist policemen, judges and ofhrs.  At the first serious 
impact, the demacratic heads were swept away d the 
Fascist bureaucracy, w M  immediately found a common 
language with N&r, became master of the house With 
diaerent nationaI vzuiathmshis same experiment was prc- 
viousiy performed in Italy, Gwmary, A& Poland, 
CzecheSlovalria, and a number of other stam. In a mo- 
ment of danger the bourgeakie has always been able to free 
from democratic trappings the d apparatus oi ib rule 
as the direct instrument of hance capital. Only the 
lessly blind are capable of believing that the British and 
French generals and admirals are waging a war spinst 
FaschU1 
The war has not halted t h e v m  of the trntuformntioll 
of demmacies into read- l ' r s h i p  but on the 
contrary is wrying this p- to its conclu&on before 
our very eyes. 
Within every rountry as well as on the world arens, the 
war strengthened immediady the moet reactionary group 
and institutions. The getma1 staffs, thost nests of Bona- 
partist conspiracy, the malipant dens of the police, the 
gangs of hired patriots, the church of atl crmb arc 
immediately pushed to the forefront. The Papal Court, tbe 
focal point of obscurantism and hahd among men, is being 
w d  from all sides, especially by the Protestant Prcaidmt 
Roosevelt. Material and spiritual decline always brings in 
its wake police oppression and an i n a d  demand for tk 
opium of religio~t 
Seeking to gain the advantages of a totalitarian regime, 
the imperialist democracies l a d  their own defense with 
a redoubled drive against the working class and the p e r m -  
tion of revolutionary organhtions. The war dangex and 
now the war itself is utIlieed by thun fist and foremost 
to crush internal enemies, The bourgeoisie invarisbIy and 
unswervingly follows the rule: "T& main enemy is in 
me's own coutltry.." 
As is always the WN, the weakat ones suffer the meet. 
The. weakest oms in the present laughter of the peafla 
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a r e t h t ~ ~ f u g # s f ~ a l i ~ t r i ~ , a m o n g ~  
the d & a m y  d m .  Bour@r patrioth manifats 
iWf &st of all in the brutal treatment of d e f h  
f- B d h  thc m u n  camprr for war prison: 
era m builf all the dunma& meted c01leentm 
t i a ~ f o r t h e f ~ 0 1 ~ e x i l e 9 . T h c ~  
of the entire world, p d & y  the government of the 
USSR, have w r i w  the bhekcst chapter in our epoch 
throlrgfi their heatmat of the refugees, the exiles, the 
bmda .  We d our warmest greetings to our imp* 
a& and persecuted brothers and tell them not to lose 
From the capitalist prisms and concentration camp 
wil l  clime mast of the leaders of tomorrow's Europe and 
* world1 
The War Slogans of the Nazis 
HiWs &cA dogatts eneral do not warrant exam- 
sin= been shown a lie, 
inatiw. The struggle for ti4 unihtiod'has long 
er is converting tht national 
a t e  into a state of s, trampling under fmt the 
and unity of other peoples. The struggIe for "living 
rslom" is mhhg but camouffage for imperialist expsion, 
that is, the policy of annexation and plunder. Thc racial 
j d c a t i o n  for this expansion is a lit; National ScUsm 
changes its racial sympathies and antipathies in accordance 
with sirategic considerations. A mewhat more stabtt dp 
ment in fascist propaganda is, perhaps, anti-dm, 
which Hitler has given a zoologid form, d k m d n g  the 
true language of "raoe" and "bloqd" m the dog% bark and 
the pig's grunt. Not for nothing did Frederick Engels label 
anti-semitiam the "socialism of idiots" ! The sole f- of 
fascism whicb is not counterfeit is its will to power, sub 
jugation, and plunder. F d s m  is a chemically pare distil- 
lation of the culture of imperialism. 
The democratic governments, who in their day baifad 
Hitkr as a crusader against Bolshevism, now make him out 
to be some kind of Satan umxptedy t d  from thc 
depths of Hen, who violates the sanctity of treaties, bound- 
ary lina, rules and regulations. If it were not for Hitler 
tbe capitalist world would blossom like a gar& What a 
mhrdde lie1 This German epileptic with a calculating 
madine in his skull and unlimited power in his hands 
did tmt fdl ftom tht sky or come up out of Hell: he is 
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nothing but the -of d t h e ~ v e f o r a r  
of impeatrm. Just aa Gc@& Khan and Tamerlane ap 
p r e d  to the weaker pastoral popla destroying nmqp 
of God, whereas in d t y  they did n&ing but a c p m s  
the need of all *e pmtod trt'bts for more pasture Id 
and the plunder of tided areas, ao Hitler, rmkhg the old 
colonial pwers to their foundahm, does nothing but givt 
a m o r e ~ ~ o n t o t h c i m p e r i a l i r r t w i I l t o p a w c r .  
Through Hi*, world Wtalisrn, driven to -on 
by its own impwe, has bcgtln to p r e ~  a --sharp 
dagger into its own bowcla 
The butchers of the second imperialist war will nut suc- 
ceed in transfoPming Hitk  into a scapegoat for their own 
sins. 
Before the judgment bar of the prolehrkt dl tht prtstnt 
rulers will answer. Hitler will do no more than occupy 
first phce among the . . dock. 
The Prepoderun- WnY 
of Germrrny ha9 already been clearly shown Uqudon- 
ably Hitler fails to p s e s  any secret "ney weapon." Bat 
the perfection of all the different existing w a r n  and the 
well-cmrdinatad combination of these w- the 
basis of a more KiMy ratbmlhi  i n d ~ ~  German 
militarism enormous weight. Military dynamics ia cl-ly 
bound up with the peculiar features of a t d f d m  rn 
gime : unity of will, cancatratad initiative, secracy of prep 
aration, suddenntss of cxemtbn The pace of V e r d h ,  
moreover, has done the Allies a pmr semi- After fifteen 
years of German disarmament Hitler was compeUed to &art 
building an army from nothing, and t h k a  to thh the 
army is free of routine and does not have to drag along 1 
obsolete technique and equipment. The tactical training of 
r :  J 
troops is inspired by new ideas hd on the latest word k : I 
technology. Apparmtly only the United Stam ip d e s t i d  
to surpass the German murder machirae. 
The weakness of Frame and Great Britain waa aot rtpli- - ' 
expected. The theses of the Fourth M d  (I%+) 
state: "The c ~ I l ; t p  of the Lertgtae of Nations -ia Mb 
solubly b o d  up with the beginning of the 
. . French hegemony on thc European c ~ n t m a t . '  
gr&atic document d e c b  f u r t h ~  that " 
P S I  
- - 
rulers are h c r d i l y  ieiSs of mrrying out thdr 
plans," that the British bourgeoisie is "dilfmcd by the d b  
m t q m k b  of ib empire, the m l u t h q  movement in 
~ t h e ~ ~ o f  i b ~ t l b l i n C h h . " T h e p o w c r  
o f t b e F o t r s t h ~ W ~ c s i n t b i s , t h a t i t s p r o g r a m i s  
~ p d c o f ~ d i n g t b e m 3 t o f g m a t ~  
The industry of Enghd and Frame, thanks hatrks the as- 
s u r d  flow of c o l d  super-profits, has long lagged both 
in technology and organization. In addition, the ~ U e d  
, "defense of demacracy" by the socialist parties and trade 
unions created an extranely privileged d i t i d  situation 
for the British and French bourgeoisie. Privileges always 
foster sluggishness and stagnation. If Germany today re 
d s  so colossal a preponderance over France and Enghd, 
then the lion's share of the responsibility rests with the 
social-patriotic defendera gf h m a q  who prwented the 
prdetariat from tearinp grYtnd and France out of m h y  
through a timely socia ~olution. 
1 
' I ,  
"The Program of -be 
In return for the enslavement of the peoples Hi* prom- 
ises to establish a "German Peace" in E u q e  for a period 
of centuria. An empty mirage! The "British Ptaat' after 
the victory over Napoleon could endure a ce&q-nd a 
thousand years !-solely because Britain was the pimew of 
a new technology and a progressive system of prwlucda. 
Notwithstanding the strength of her industry, presentday 
Germany, like her enemies, is the standard bearer of a 
doomed social system. Hitler's victory would in d t y  not 
meaa peace but the beginning of a new s e r i a  of W y  
dashes on a world scale. By overthrowing the British 
empire, reducing France to the status of Bohemia and 
Moravia, basing herself on the European c u n h t  and its 
wlonie~, Germany undmbtedy would b e  the ht 
power in the world. Along with her, Italy at best might- 
not for very long-e control of the Meditermmi~~ 
baain. But being the e a t  power does not mean being the 
d y  power. The struggle for "living room" would only, 
dnter a new stage. 
The "new order" which Japan is preparing to estabbsh, 
basing h d f  on German victory, has as its p e r s w v e  
the cdmsion of Japanese rule over the greater part of the 
AahSic continent. The Soviet Union would h d  i t d i  
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hemmed in between a Gemanid Empe atad Japanigad 
Asia. All three Americas, as well as Australia and New ' 
. .-. 
Zealand would fall to the United States. If we take into 
# 
- 
> account: the pmvincisr Italian empire in addition, the world 
A -: 
t . 
woutd be temporarity divided into 6ve "living rooms." But 
6 imperialism by its very nube abhors any division of power. In order to free hia hands against Ameria, Hitler would 
have to settle Moodfr mmmts with hb friends of yesterday, 
Stalin and Muasdini. J a p  d . t h c  United Stab would 
not remain disinkmkd ubacrvtxa of the new struggle. The 
third irnpia1ist war would be waged not by national 
states and not by empites of the old type but by whole 
continents. , . . Hitler'a victmy in the pmmt war w d d  
thus signify not s thousand p r ~  of "Geman Peace" but 
bloody cham for many decades if not centuries. 
But neither wodd an Atiied 'umph resdt in any more 
radiant comequemes. Vi ran= could resstablish 
her position as a great fxrw by dismembering Get- 
many, restoring the Hap Eing Europe. Great 
Britain codd again play a 1 le in European a-rs 
only by refurbishing the game of playing on the contradic- 
tions between Germany and France on the one side, Europe 
and America on the other. This would signify a new and 
ten times womc edition of the peace of VersaiIIes with in- 
finitely more malignant effects upon the weakened organism 
of Europe To this it must be added that an Allied victory 
without Amerim aid is improbable, while the United 
Sbtes this time wwld demand a much higher price for it8 
assistance than in the last war. The debased and exhausted 
E u r w h e  object of Herkt  Hoover philanthropy-- 
would become the bankrupt debtor of its tram-Atlantic 
savior. . i 
Finally, if we suppose the Ieast probable variant, m d y  
the conclusion of peace by the exhausted adversaria ia 
accordance with the pacifist formula: "No victors, m 
vanquished," this would signify restoration of the h . 
national chaos which existed prior to the 
. baaed on bloody nrins, on exhaustion, on 
short period of time dl the old antagonisms w 
through to the surfam with explosive videnag 
out in new international rnds iom.  
The promise of the Allies to create a 
pe& federation this time ia the madest 
tm 
The atsrte is not an a b t r d o n  but the hstmmttlt of 
e y q 6 t d h .  SoIongastnl8ts andbanks arenot 
exp@abl for the b d t  of the people the struggle be- 
twaar - I @& as inwibbk as the struggle between 
the tmsb ~ V W E .  Vctlrm* renunbation by the moat 
of th d w g e  given by ih strength is as 
ddkuhw a Utqk M voluntary division of capita! funds 
anaong tfre tm&. So long as ilpitalist property is pre- 
d, a demoeratic ''federation" w d d  be nothing but a 
wonie repetition of the Leagut of Nations, containing all 
its vim minus only its illusions. 
In vab do the imprialist masters of destiny attempt to 
revive a program of salvation which was completely dis- 
d t e d  by the experience of the past decades. In vain do 
thdr ptQ-bourgeois flunkies warm up pacifist panaceas 
own caricature The 
Peace will not be 
concluded by those f war. The w o r h  
and m l b  will d i  program of peace ! 
Stdin's alliance with Hitler, which r a i d  the curtain on 
the World War and led directly to the endavanent of the 
Polish people, resulted from the weakness of the USSR 
and the Kremlin's panic in face of Germany. Rqmsibifity 
for this wealmess rests with no one but this same W i n  ; 
its internal poIicy which opened an abyss between the 
ruling caste and the people ; its foreign poEq whi& d- 
ficcd the interests of the world revolution to the int- 
of the Stalinist clique. 
The seizure of Fastern P01and-a pledge of the allianm 
with Hitler and a guarantee against Hider-was accom- 
panied by the nationalization of semi-feudal and capitalist 
property in Western Ukraine and Westwn White Ruda. 
Without this the KremIin could not have incorporated the 
occupied territory into the USSR. The strangled and 
cksecrated October revolution served notice that it was 
All alive. 
In Finland the Kremlin did not succeed in accomplishing 
a nimilnt d a l  overturn. The imperialist mobilization of 
world public @ion '#in defense of Finland"; the threat 
of direct inkmention by England and France; the imp- ' 
tbce of Hi, who had to seize Denmark and Norway 
rl8l 
btfore French md BriW troops appeatad m Scandidan 
soil-4 this compelled thc Kemlin to renounce d& 
. 
dm of Fdand and to wt M f  to the s&tm of the 
y indispensable stmtcgk ~~. 
t The i n d o n  af Ffnland uqudonabIy aroueed on the $ part of Ule Swiet p o p h e  p m f d  md.mnatim. How- 
e v e r , t h e a d v a a c e a ~ a n d e ~ t h a t t l l c c r i m e s o f  
the k d n  otigarehy do not strike afJ the agenda the 
qudm of thceexbt- of thz USSIC Its defeat in ttte 
world war d d  signiQ not n w d y  the o v d m w  of the 
totalitarian bweaucraq but the tiqakhth ai the new 
forms of property, the m h p  of the first in 
planned econcmy and tlrt transformation of tbe &ire 
country into a colony, that is, the banding wtr to im- 
perialism of coIossal natural remume which would give it 
a respite until the third wml either the paopla of 
the USSR nor the world wo sasa whole c a n  for 
such an outcome. 
Enland's resistance to the was, with all its her+ 
ism, no more an act of ind national defense, than 
Norway's rubquettt resistance to Germany, The H e K i  
government itself understood this when it chow to a p h -  
late to the USSR rather than transform Finland into r 
military base for England and France. Our whole-hearted 
&cognition of the right of every nation to se1fdetemIna- 
tion dws not alter the fact that in the course of the present 
war this right does not have much more weight than 
thistledown. We must determine the basic line of our 
pdicy in accordance with basic and not tenth-rate fa-, 
The theses of the Fourth International state: "The idea of 
national defense especially if it coincides with the idea of 
the defense of democracy mn most readily be utilkd to 
dupe the workers of 
land, to a certain e 
seriousb beliwe that the World War 
erhnd." These 
are those pseudo.revo1 
that it is possible to determine p t  
tim io the defense of the USSR 
such tactid epWm as the Red Army's invasion of 
IrEtiEattd. 
B&rctndy eloquent 'in its wmhity and fury was the 
caagHgn which the world b g d s i e  launched over Phc 
StwM-FhnM war, Mei the  the psMy nor the violence of 
t h c ~ p r h r ~ t h i s h a d ~ t h e ~ t i w  of 
the bourgeoisie, for the entire history of world politia is 
d t & n  in per6dy and violence. Thtir fear and indignation 
MW# over the p m q x t  of a sadal overturn in Finland 
t p n  the pa- of the one engen&d by the Red A m y  in 
Eastem Pdand. What was involved was a fresh threat to 
@talist property. The anti-Soviet campaign, which had a 
dass character though and through, disclosed once again 
that the USSR by virtw of the so& foundations hid 
down by the October rcvolutiw, upon which the txistena 
of the hrealicracy itself is dependent in the last analpis, 
still d n s  a workers' state, terrifying to the h r g m i s i e  
of the whole world. Episodic agreements btween the bour- 
geoisie and the USSR & Pot dte~ the fact that ' % a b  on 
the historic s d e  the cmhcliction between world imperisl- 
ism and the Soviet Union is infinitely more profound than 
the mtgonims which set the individual capitalist coun- 
tries in opposition to each other." ( W w  a d  the Powti  
rd-~ 
Many petty-bourgeois radicals, who only yesterday were 
sdIl ready to consider the Soviet Union as an a d s  for 
grouping the "democratic" forces against Fascism, have 
suddenly discovered, now that their own fatherlands have 
been threatened by Ritler, that Moscow, which did mot 
cone to their aid, follows an imperialist poliq, and that 
there is no difference between the USSR and the Fascist 
cotmtrits. 
Lit l will respond every class conscious wmlcerL1.ere is 
a difference. The bourgeoisie appraise this social d i b c e  
Wer  and more profoundly than do the radical windbags. 
To be sure, the nationahtion of the means of praduction 
in me country, and a backward one at that, still does not 
insure the building of socialism. But it is capble of fur- 
M n g  the primary prerequisite of d i s m ,  namely, the 
pIanned dwelopment of the productive forces. To turn 
am's back on the nationalizatim of the means of produc- 
tiom, on the ground that in and of itself it d m  not m a t e  
dw dl-* of the massea is tantamount to sentencing a 
tn1 
g m l i i e f o a n d a t i m b ~ m  thegrmldtbatt:,iQip 
im@k to live withut mUa d a toof. The &a 
plete d p t h  b mthhlmble witbout the defense of 
q u a &  a h g l y  gained, howem moderrt these may be, 
All the more obligabq therefore is the defense of BQ 
~ a c 0 a q u ~ m p h d ~ ~ t b e r ~ -  
tibn of @talist &atiotls. Tbosc who ~ o t  defend old 
positims will ~'~~ ma. 
The F d  Wemadad defmd ck USSR 'ma@ 
by the methods of revoluthq class skuggk To t d a  
t h e w o r k t x s o o r r e C t t y t o u n ~ t h c ~ ~ o f  
the stat&pWiali& c d d d ,  worfrcr s '4  thc d p r +  
c d r e l a t i o f i s b e t w e e n t h e m a a w d l a s t h e i ~ ~  
i n ~ c h o f t h e m ~ t b e ~ t o ~ ~ ~  
hl condusim in every gives. 8ituatilon. While wa& a 
tireless struggle agatnst the BdMcow oxgdloligarchy, * FOFIEth 
Internat id  decisively r e j e c # q  p k y  which d aid 
inl@aIism against the us=.=' 
The defense of tbc USSR mineides in pridplt with 
the preparation of the wald proleCarian revoktttoa, We 
M y  rejoct the thewp of s&bm in one countrg, that 
brain Chad of igmrmt and r;tactiwuuy S t a l b  
the world revolution can save he USSR for sdahm. W- 
the world revolution with it the imsmpahk bfottbtg 
out of the K m d h  oligmhy. 
For the Rwdutiowty Uvertirrow 
of Statin's Boll~paHist Cligue 
After five years fawning on the "demdw,"  tfae 
WT 
t o b t e  strangulation, The gang of parash 
h not, h o w ,  prcpusd to make any aonwrions. In 
mgghg for ita pi t ion it b o y s  everything w is 
b C L l t i E L ~ ~ . I t ~ d ~ b e ~ o u g b t t h a t t h e ~  
W ~ O  thrce mdutions in twelve years have 
&-*d. They arc upprcsKd and dilori- 
d but they are watching and thinking. The burearn- 
s d d s  them every day of its exis- by iks arbi. 
wary rule, uppmsion, rapaciv and bloody vengefulness. 
w-ed workers and mIlective farmers among thun- 
d v m  whisper with hatred about the spendthrift caprices of 
rabid commiasaxs. For Stalin's sixtieth birthday the work- 
ers in the Urals were forced to toil a year and a half on 
o gigantic portrait of the hated "father of the peoples'' 
made out of precious ston- undertaking worthy of o 
Persian Xerxes or an Egyptian Cleopatra. A regime capablt 
of indulging in such abnhtiona cannot fail to arouse 
the tred of the masses. 
Zeign pdicy corresponds to domestic pdiey. Had the 
Kremlin govemnmt q r e s s e d  the real interests of the 
workers' state; had the Cornintern served the came of 
world revolution, the popular masses of tiny Finland would 
inevitably have gravitated toward the USSR and the in-- 
sicm of the Red Army either would not at all have been 
nmssq or wwld have been aaxpkd at once by the 
Finnish people as a revolutionary act of emandpatim.,In 
reality the entire previous policy of the M i n  @led 
the Finnish workers and peasants away from the USSR 
mile Hitler has been able to count upon the assistance of 
the so-called "fifth column" in the neutral counttics he 
invades, Stalk did not find any support whatever in Finland 
despite the tradition of the 1918 insurrection and the long 
aiskace of the Finnish Communist party. Under these 
aditions the invasion of the Red Army assumed the char- 
acter of direct and open military violence. The responsibility 
for this violence falls wholly and indivisibly upan the 
Moscow oligarchy. 
War is the acid test of a regime. As a consequence of 
the first period of the war, the international position bf 
&e USSR, despite the window-trimming successes, has al- 
ready obvi* wormed. The foreign policp of the Krem- 
lin h repjkad from the USSR broad circles of the world 
working cfaurs and the oppmeed pqk.  Thk stmvegib b k a  
lZJ 
of support seized by Moscow wiU represent a third-rate 
factor in the conflict of wmId forces. Mesnwhile Gernrang 
has obtained the most imprtant and the & industrial4 
d o n  of Poland and gained r common f d r  with the 
USSR, that is, a gateway to the tast  Though Scandinavia, 
Germany damhatea the Baltic sea, transformbag the Gulf 
of Fintand into a tightly corked W e .  Embittered Finland 
comes undcr Mtler's direct mtroL Wead of weak new 
tral stat=, the USSR now -frouts a powerfd Germsny 
on the &her side of its L a h g d  bonk. The w b  of 
the Red Army dccapitakd by W n  has been ~~ 
to the whole world The cepitrifugd nation&& b n d d  
within the USSR have intensifiad. The p r d g t  of the 
Kremlin leadership %a declined. Germany in the West, 
Japan in the East now feel h h h l y  more cddent &an 
before the Krmh's Finnish adventttre. 
In his meager arsenal S t a b  d d  find but ant a d  oalg 
one answer to the o m b w  w d q  of events : he r c p M  
Voroshilov by an even em*& f h o t t d t y ,  Timdmb. Aa 
always in these insm~e8 the g d  of this maneuvtr b to 
divert the anger of h e  people and tbc army away from the 
main criminal respansible for the rnisfortmes and to phcc 
at the head of the army an individual whose diabilitg is 
guaranteed by his insignisam. T h e  K r d n  has a m  
again revealed itself as the central nest of d e f b  Onlp 
b y  destroying this nest can the d v  of the USSR be 
safeguarded. 
The preparation of thc revolutionary overthrow of the 
Moscow ruling caste is one of the main tasks of the 
Fourtb International. This task is not sitllrple or easy. It 
demands heroism and d m .  However, the epoch of 
great convulsions u p  which mankind has entered win 
strike the Kremlin oligarchy with blow after blow, wiU 
break up its totalitarian apparatus, wilI raise the self-- 
fidence of the working mamei and thereby facilitate tk 
formation of the Soviet d o n  of the Fourth InternatiotlrS. 
Events will work in our favor if we arc of as&tiq 
them ! 
Colonial Peoples in the War 
By its very creation of cnormwa di&dtica 
for the imperialist metropolitan centers, the 
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	 wide pwibilities Tor the qised Peopses.. The rumbling 
of mum k Errropc h d d s  the appa&g hour of 
their Ji  
If a programof peaaful social &ansfomtion is Utopian 
for the advanced aqtitdia &es, tHen the p r o m  of 
p d d  libemtiw for the dozlia is doubly Utopian. On 
.the dher hand, the last of thc d - f r e e  badward auntria 
have beem ensaved before our eyes (Ethiopia, Albania, 
.China. . . .). The entire present war is a war over colonies, 
They are hunted by some; held by others who refuse to  
give them up; Neither side has the least intention of 
fibrating them volmtarily. The decking metropolitan 
centers are impelled to drain away as much as possible 
from the colonies and to give them in return as IittIe as 
pssibfe. Only the direct and open revolutionary struggle of 
the enslaved ptoples can clear the road for their d p a -  
tion. 
In the colonial and sed-mlonial countries the struggle 
for an independent national state, and consequently the 
"defense of the fatherland," is different in principIe from 
that of the imperialist countries. The revolutionary prole 
tariat of the whole wmld gives unconditional support to 
the shggle of China or hdia for national independence, 
for this struggle, "by tearing the backward people out of 
the Asiatic system, pa&&sm and foreign bondage, 
strike powerful blows at imp&lism.'' (War md th 
Fourth I 7 0 f ~ - o d ) .  - 
At the m e  time the Fourth International knows in ad- 
vanw and openly warns the backward nations that their 
belated national states can no longer count upon an inde- 
pendent democratic development. S u m d e d  by decaying 
capitalism and enmezthed in the imperialist contradictions, 
the independence of a backward state inevitably will be 
semi-fictitious and its political regime, under the influence 
of internal class contradictions and external pressure, will 
unavoidably fall into dictatorship against the people--such 
is the regime of the "Peoplc's" party in Turkey, the Kuo- 
. minbng in Ghioa; Gandhi's regime will be similar tomor- 
row in India. The struggle for the national independence of 
the colonies is, from the sbndpaint of thc revoIutionary 
proletariat, only a transit id stage on the road toward 
drawing thc badward countries into the international so- 
d& d u t i o n .  
(241 
The Fourth Internatid does twt: draw wahr-tigbt d h  
tinctions between the b a t d  and the advanced coun- 
tries, the democratic and the d i s t  revolutions. It com- 
bines them and s u ~ t e s  them to the world struggle of 
the opprtssed against the oppressors. Just as the only p u -  
inely revolutionary form of our tra is the internatid pro- 
letariat so the only d program to liquidate all oppression, 
social and national, is the program of the permanent rev* 
lution. 
The Gred Lesson of China 
The tragic aperiaace of Qsina is a great ksson for the 
oppressed pptes .  The Chinese revdution of 1925-27 had 
every chance for victory. A d e d  and tranefonmd China 
would c d t u t e  at this time a powerful fortress of fie+ 
dom in the Far East. The entire fate of Aak and to a 
degree& whole world might have k e n  different. But 
the Kremlin, lacking con6dence in the Chinese rnaszres a d  
seeking the friendship of the p d s ,  utilized its whde 
weight to subordinate the Chinese proletariat to the bour- 
geoisie and so helped Cbiang Hai-hdc to crush the Chinese 
revolution. Disillusioned, disunited and w d e d ,  China 
was Iaid open to Japatsese indon 
Like every doomed regime the Stalinist digarchy is d- 
ready incapable of learning from the l m  of history. At 
the beginning of the SiJapamse war the Kremlin again 
PI& the Communist Party in brrndagt to Chiang Kai- 
shek, uushing in the bud the revolutionary initiative of 
the Chinese proletariat. This war, now nearing its third 
anniversary, might long since have been finished by a real 
catastrophe for Japan, if China had conducted it as a 
genuine people's war based on an agrarian revolution and 
setting the Japanese soldiery aflame with its blaze. But the 
Chinese bourgeoisie fears ita own armed masses more than 
it does the Japanese ravishers. If Kai-shek, the 
sinister hangman of the Chinese revolution, is compelfed 
by circumstances to wage a war, his program is still based, 
as before, on the opprdan of his own workers and can- 
promise with the imperialis&. 
The war in Eastem Asia will b e  more and more 
interlucked with the impwialist world war. The Q l i  
people will be able to reach independence onIy under the 
Ieadefship of the youthful and self-sacrificing proletariat. 
in whom tht irrdispmabte self-confida~ce will be rekindled 
by fhe whir& of the world revolution. They will indicate s 
firm line of march. The wurse of events p b  on the order 
of the day the dedqma t  of our Chinese d o n  into a 
powerful ~e~olutionary m. 
Tasks of the Revolution in lndiu 
In the very first weela of war the Indian masses exerted 
their growing pressure, compelling the apportuoist "na- 
- tional" leaders to speak in an unamutomed tongue. But 
WOE to the Indian people if they place trust in high-soundhg 
words! Under the mask of the slogan of national inde- 
pendence Gandhi bas already hastened to proclaim his 
refusal to creak difficulties for Great Britain during the 
present m r e  crisis. As if the oppressed anywhere or at  
any time have ever k n  able to free themselves except 
by exploiting the d f id t i e s  of their oppressors I 
Gandhi's "moral" revulsion from violence merely reflects 
the fear of the fndian bourgeoisie before their own masses. 
They have very good grounds for their foreboding that 
British imperialism will drag them down too in the -1- 
lapse. London for its part warns that at the first display 
of disobedience it wilt apply "all necessary measures"4n- 
cluding, of course, the air force in which it is deficient at 
the Western Front. There is a clear-cut division of labor 
h e e n  the colonial bourgeoisie and the British govern- 
ment: Gandhi needs the threats of Chamberlain add 
Churchdl in order more sumssfully to paralyze the revo- 
lutionary movement. 
In the near future the antagonism between the Indian 
masses and the bourgeoisie promises to become sharper as 
the imperialist war more and more becomes a gigantic corn- 
mercial enterprise for the Indian bourgeoisie, By opening 
up an exceptionally favorable market for raw materials it 
may rapidly promote fndian industry. If the complete de- 
struction of the British empire slashes the umbilical cord 
linking Indian cipital with the City of London, the na- 
t i o d  bourgmisie would quickly seek a new patron in New 
York's Wall S M .  The material interests of the bour- 
geoisie determine their politics with the force of the laws 
of gravitation 
So long as the liberating movement is controll& by tht: 
-biting class it is incapable of getting out of a blind 
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alley. The d y  thing that can weld India together is thc 
agrarian revoIution under the bmm of national indt- 
pendence. A rwolution led by the pdtariat will be d i r d  
not only against British rule but also against the Indian 
princes, foreign concessions, the top layer of the national 
bourgeoisie, and the leadm of the National C q p ~  a  
well as against the leaders of the M d e m  League, It is 
the pressing task of the Fourth International to to& a 
stable an4 powerful sectiota in India. 
The treacherous policy of chss dabrat ion through 
which the Kremlin for the lasit five years has hem helping 
the capitalist governments prepare fw war wss abruptly 
liquidated by the bourgeoisie, just as soon as they d in 
need a pacif~~t disguise. But in the colonial and m i -  
m M  countri-t only in China and India, but in 
Latin America-the fraud of the "pcopIe'a frmts'' still 
continues to paralyze the working massm, converting them 
into w o n - f d d e r  for the " p ~ v e "  bourgeoisie and 
in this way creating an indigenous political basis for im- 
perialism. 
The Future of Latin America 
The rnanstroqs growth of armaments in the Unittd 
States prepares for a violent solution of the complex coa- 
tradictions in the Western hemisphere and should soon pose 
point-blank the question of the destiny of the Latin h e r -  
ican countries. The interlude of the "good neighbor1' policy 
is coning to an end Rmsevelt or his successor will quickly 
bke the iron fist out of the velvet glove. The theses of the 
Fourth International state : "South and Central America 
m o t  free themselves from backwardness and servitude 
except by uniting all their states in a powerful federation. 
This grandiose historic task is destined to be solved not by 
the Mated South American bourgeoisie, the compWy 
prostituted agency of foreign imperialism, but by the young 
South American proletariat, the destined leader of the op 
pressed masses. Therefore, the slogan for the atm& 
against the violence and the intrigues of mrId citpitalh 
and against the bld-stained work of the i n d i m  com- 
pradore cliques is: The M e t  United States of South and 
Central Amerim" Written six yesrs ago, these hes have 
MW acquired a @&ly burning actuality. 
Oniy d e ; r  its own rwoluimmy d i d o n  is the pro- 
w letariat of the cdonies and the semicdonies capable of 
&;wing hvincii1e mIlaboratim with the proletariat of 
5 I the metropolitan centers, and with the world working claps 
as a whole. Otztp this d a b m a t h  can lead the o p p r d  
peopIes to complete and ha1 e~nan~ipathn, through the 
merthmw of imperialism the world over. A victory of the 
i n ~ c m a l  proletariat will deliver the colonid countries 
from the iong drawn out travail of capitalist development, 
by opening up the possibility of arriving at socialism hand 
in hand with the proletariat of the advand h e s .  
The perspective of the permanent revolution in no case 
signihs that the backward countries must await the signal 
from the advanced ones, or that he colonial peoples shwld 
patiently wait for the proletariat of the metropolitan mters 
to free them. Help comes to hitn who help himself. Work- 
ers must develop the revolutionary struggle in every coun- 
try, colonial or imperialist, where favorable conditions have 
been established, and through this set an example for the 
workers of other countries, W y  initiative and activity. 
resoluteness and boldness can really materialize the slogan : 
"Workers of the world, unite P' 
The Responsibility of Treucherous L d e r s  
for the War 
The victory of the Spanish tvvolution could have opened 
up an era of revolutionary overturns throughout Eump 
and so forestalled the present war. But that heroic revoh- 
tion, which contained within itself every possibility of v i e  
tory, was smothered in the embrace of the Second and 
Third Internationals, with the active cooperation of the 
anarchists. The world proletariat became p r e r  in its loss 
of another great hope and richer in the lessons of another 
monstrous betrayaL 
The mighty movement of the French proletariat in June 
1936 revealed exceptidy favorable anditions for the 
revolutionary wnquest of power. A French Soviet republic 
would immediately have gained revolutionary hegemony of 
Europe, created revolutionary tepercussions in every coun- 
try, rocked the totalitarian regimes and in this way saved 
humanity from the present imperialist daughter with its 
countless victims. But the thoroughly debased, cowardly, 
and treacherous policies of XRon Blum and Leon Jouhaux, 
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with the active support of the Frenclr d m  of the C=smin- 
tern, led to the collapse of m e  of he m e  promi- 
movements of the last decade 
The strangling of the S w s h  mdution and the Amtag- 
ing of the proletarian offensive in F& two trw:c 
fscts stand at the threshold of the present war. The bour- 
geoisie a v i d  itself that with such "labor leaders" at 
its dispsaI it d d  go ahead with anything, even a new 
slaughter of peoples. Tk leaders of the second Intmmtion- 
al prevented the proletariat fiom overthrowing the bwr- 
geoisie at the close of the first imperialist war. The Iders 
of the Second and Third f n t e m t i d s  hdped the bour- 
geoisie unloose a second imperialist war. Let it b e  their 
political grave! 
The Second lnfermtioncrl 
The war of 19141918 split tfie Second International at 
once into two camp separakd by trenches. Every social 
democratic party defended its fatherland. Not until several 
years after the war did the traitorous warring brethren be 
come reconciled and prodah mutual amnwty. 
Today the situation in the Second International has 
changed sharply- the surface. All its miens without 
exception are politically on one side of the military lines, 
in the camp of the Allies : some kcausc they are parties in 
the democratic countries, others because they are emigres 
from belligerent or neutral countries. The Geman Social 
Democracy which followed a despicable chauvinist policy 
during the fist imperialist war under the Hohenzollern h i -  
ner, today is a party of "defeatism1' in the service of Frame 
and England. It would be inexcusable to Miwe that these 
casehardened lackeys have become revolutionists. There is 
a simpler explanation. The Germany of WdheIm XI o&red 
the reformists sufEcient openings for persad sinanu;es 
in the parliamentary bodies, municipalities, trade unions 
and other places, The defense of Imperial Gemmy wazl the 
defense of a well-fitled trough in which the mwmative 
labor bureau=- buried its snout. "Wial democrtacy re- 
mains patriotic only so long as the existing political regime 
secures its profits and privitqp," warned our theses six 
years ago. Russian Mensheviks and Narodnih who were 
patriots even d e r  the Czar, whm they had their awn 
Duma- fractions, -their own newspapers, thcir own tmh 
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uniog f d o n a t i a ,  and hoped for farther advances dong 
thb r0Bd-m~ that they have lost a11 this hold a defeatist 
paeit'km in regard to the USSR. 
G m e q d p  the psent  "llfinnimity" of the S m d  In- 
~~ is explainable by the fact tbat all of its d o n s  
hop that the Mia will save them their p t s  and revenues 
in the labor bureaucracy of the demmratic countties and 
repore these posts and rewnuea in the totalitarian coun- 
tries. The social democracy d m  not go beyond impotent 
day4mms about the patronage of the "democ~atic" bur- 
geoisie. These politid invalids are cornpleteIy incapable of 
struggle even where their own interests are involved. 
This was revealed most clearly in h d i n a v i a ,  which a p  
peared to be the most secute wctuary of the Second Inter- 
national and where all three countries were governed fur 
a period of years by the sober, realistic, reformist and 
pacifist social democracy. Socialism was what these gentle 
men called the comenative royal democracy, plus the 
state church, plus the dggardly s d a l  reforms made p- 
siMe for a time by limited miIitary expendihlres. Backed by 
the League of Nations and protected by the shield of "new 
Wits" the S~ndinavian governments calculated on gene 
rations of tranquil and peaceful development. But the im- 
perialist masters paid no attention to their calculations. 
They were compelled to dodge the blows of fate, U p  the 
USSR invading Fdand, all three Scandinavian govm- 
ments procfaimed themselves neutral so far as Finland w h  
concerned. Upon Germany's invasion of Denmark and 
Norway, Sweden declared herself neutral so far as both 
victims of aggression were concerned. Denmark contrived 
to declare herself neutral even in relation to herself. Nor- 
way, under the gun muzzles of her guardian England, done 
made a few symbolic g&ms of self-defense. These h e m  
are fully prepared to live at the expense of the democratic 
fatherland but feel disinclined to die for it. The war which 
they did not foresee has in passing overthrown their hopes 
for a peaceful evolution under King and God. The Scan- 
dinavian paradise, final refuge of the Second International's 
hopes, has been transformed into a tiny sector of the 
general imperialist hdI. 
The d a l  democratic opportunists know but one policy 
-&at of passive adaptation. Under the conditims of de- 
caying e~pitalism nothing remains open to them but the 
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aarrender of one position after mother. The wldttkg 
away of their already m b & k  program, the lowering of 
their demands, the munchtima of demands altogether, 
cmtinuous retreat further and further back until there ia 
no plmx left to retreat ex* a rai hole. But even there 
the pitiless hand ofimperialism drags them out by the tail. 
Such is a brief history of the Secand International. It is 
being killed the pmmt war for the second time and, 
one must think, this time for&-. . 
The Third I n t e r m t i o ~ I  
The policy of the degenaated Third Intermti& 
mixhrre of crude opportunism and dridled adventurism 
--exercises an influence upon the working class which is, 
if possible, wen more demoralizing than the policy of its 
elder brother, the Second International. The revolut im 
party builds its entin: pdicy upon the c l a s s - c o ~ ~  
of the workers; the b i n t e r n  k preoccupied with nothing 
but contaminating asad pisoning this cIass-consdousnes~. 
The o f E 4  propagandists of ach of the Wligerent 
camps expose, sometimes quite correctly, the crimes of the 
apposing m p .  GaebWs tens a good deal of truth about 
British violence in India The h c h  and English prem 
says a great marry pmctmting things about the foreign 
policy of Hider and of Stalin. N d e f e s s  this onesided 
propaganda by itself represents the worst chauvinist poison 
Half-truths are the most dangerom kind of Hes. 
The entire present propaganda of the Cornintern behgs 
to this category. After five years of the mdest fawning 
upon the democracies, when the whole of "communim" 
was reduced to the monotonous indictment of Fascist ag- 
gressors, the Comintem suddenly discovered in the autumn 
of 1939 the criminal imperialism of the Western 
racies. Left about face f From then on not a single word of 
condemnation about the destmction of CzedmSlovakb and 
Poland, the seizure of Denmark and Norway and the 
s h d n g  bestialities idicted by Hitler's gangs on the 
Polish and Jewish people! Hitler was made out to b a 
peace-loving -rim m&ually being provoktd by the 
Western imperialists. The AngleFtench a l l i m  was ~le 
ferred to in in then- press as &e " i r n ~ s t  bloc 
against the German peopb." GwbW himself could have 
&&up nothing e! The emigre German C o m m d  
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Party burned with the flame of love for the fatherland. 
And s k  the Geman fatherland had not w e d  to be 
Fascist it t u r d  out that the German Communist Party 
hd- godaf-k&t p i t i ~ t i .  The time had finally come 
Wasp -'1 themy of A&& took on flesh and 
Mood 
At ht sight the condtact of the French and English 
s d m s  of the C a m m d  International appeared to be 
diametrically opposite. In contradistinction to the Germans 
they were compded to attack their own government. But 
this sudden de-am was not internationalism, but a dis- 
torted variety of patrioth-these gentlemen consider their 
fatherland to be the Kremlin, on which their welfare de- 
pcnds. Many of the French Stalinists behaved with un- 
questionable courage under persecution. But the political 
cmtmt of this cuurage was smirched by their embellish- 
ment of the rapacious policy of the enemy camp. What must 
the French workers think of it? 
Rwolutionary intematidists have always been por- 
trayed by reaction as agents of a foreign enemy. The Corn- 
intern created a situation for its French and English sac- 
tim that inade them provide the very grounds for such 
an accusation and thereby forcibly drove the workers into 
the patriotic e u n p  or condemned them to confusion and 
passivitg. 
The policp of the Krunl i  is simple: it sold HitIer the 
Cdntern along with oil and manganese. But the doglike 
servility with which these people allowed themselves to be 
eold irrefutably testifies to the internal corruption of tfie 
hnhtern. Neither principles, nor h m ,  nor conscience 
have ken left to the Kremlin's agen-y a supple spine. 
But people with supple spines have never yet fed a revo- 
lution. 
Stalin's friendship with Hitler will not endure forever, 
nor even for any length of time. Before our Manifesto 
reach- the masses the foreign policy of the Kremlifi may 
undergo a new tura In that case the character of thc 
Cornintern's propaganda would also change. If the Kremlin 
draws close to the demmaciea the Cornintern will once 
again dig out of its warehouses the Brawn Book of Na- 
tional n!hidist crimes. But this does n d  mean that its 
pmpqpmda will assume a revolutionary character. In 
dun& l a w  it will remain aa servile as before. RevoIu- 
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The S o c i u I ~ r a t s  and the Stalinists 
in the Colonies 
P a r t i e s W u p w i t h & e ~ a d ~ i n  
privileges are inhpbh & a q i n g  on an 
honest policy with to @.b& exploited h p x ~  of
of 
with esp ia l  clarity in thdr a#itrtde towards the &es. 
Acting as an attorney for the daveh~lden and a sham 
holder in the p r d h  of &wry, the vSecond hbmadad 
has no sections of its own in the m h k ,  if we @me 
c88M group of colonial fundomria pr -Y 
F d  fremamm, and 'left" in gmmd who 
s i t m t h ~ o f t h u n a t i v e ~ I i a v i n g ~  
qprtmely the unpatriotic 4 0 8  crf musing the O O r ~  
poptrIaEion agginst the ' 'dmocde fa&wland''thc Sewmi 
lnkmaonal has gaindd far itself the prerogative of atpp 
plying the bow@& with M U W $  for the ootgpliea, that 
is, slrrvedrim (Sidney Webb, Marius M a ,  aud 
-1. 
In a brief period of time the Third ~~~ which 
began with a mmgeous rdutimaty a@ to dl the 
o p p r ~ e d  peoples, has likewise p r ~ ~  itself eompWy 
on the colonial qu&ot~ Not so very many years ago when 
Moscow saw an opportunity ahead for an d h  with 
the impriakt h d e s ,  the Combtern a d d  the 
dogam of national emancipation not only for A*& 
Albania, but also for Austria But for the colonies of Bri- 
tain and France it m-y restricted itself to ~a for 
"ramable" reform. At thak time the Canintern & E d  
the indiana not against Great Britain, but against pag- 
sible attadm by Japan, and Tunis q#mt the fangs of 
M u d .  Now the sibtion has changed abruptly. Cam- 
plete i n d e p e n b  for India, E;gypt, AlgicrsLDiad~ 
will accept nu less. k a b s  and PJegrw have f d  their 
b e s t f r i e n d i n S k l i n m c e a g a i n , n o t ~ , o f ~  
I M~lin iandHi~ ,TheGermaasect iwoftheComin-  tern, with that - of thls gatlg of I panrim, defend. Polmi d=vakia against the 
plots of British imperialism. These pmple are capable of 
and ready for anything ! With a new change in the Krem- 
lin's orientation tow=& the Wetern dwmmxiea they will 
again rcsptfully solicit London and Paris to pant h k a l  
reforms to their eolmk. 
In cmtrast to the Secwd Inkmatha?, the Cmimm, 
thanla to ib great tradition, ex&= questionable in- 
fluence in the colonies, But its d l  base has altered in 
accordance with its political evolution. At the present time 
the CominEern in counttks of a colonial nature rests ocl 
the stratum which is the traditional base of the Second 
International in the rnetropolitm centers. The crumbs that 
drop from its super-profits have enabled imperialism ta 
create the semblance of a native labor aristocracy in the 
colonial and semi-colonial countries. Insigniftcant in can- 
parison with its p r o t w  in the rnetropolibn centers it 
standa out, however, against the background of general 
poverty and maintains a tenacious grip on its priv-. 
The labor bureaucmq and arisEocraq of the colonial and 
Semi-colamial cuuntri~,  together with the state function- 
aries, provide especizrlly servile recruits for the "friends" 
of the K n d h .  In Latin h e r i a  one of the rnmt repulsive 
representatives of tEiis type is the Mexican lawyer, Lmn- 
bardo Toledano, whose intimate servims the Kremlin -bas 
rewarded by elevating him to the d e m d v e  p t  of Chair- 
man of the Latin American Trade Union Federation. 
By posing the questions of the class struggle point-blank, ' 
the war creates for these jugglers and weather-vanes an 
increasingly =cult pi t i on ,  which genuine Bolsheviks 
mu& utilize in order to sweep the Cornintern out of the 
c o l d  countries forever. 
Centrism and Anatchism 
By testing everything that exish and discarding tvay- 
thing rotten, war rep- a m o d  danger to the out- 
lived Internationals, A considerable section of the Comia- 
tern buwucracy, espedally in case of reversals for the 
Soviet Union, will unfailingly turn to their own imperialist 
fatherland. The workers, on the contrary, wii1 move more 
d more to the left. Under such oonditiom splits and 
d - a p a  are inevitable. A number of symptom also hdi- 
a the possibiii~ that the 'left" wing of the Second 
IntemaW will b& away. Centrist groupings of dif- 
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wu Imak t*, CXmte mw "W 
epoch win ai$dw, ~ W C P ~ T ,  h t  it hda 
k The pathetic and tragic d t  played 
, #tbaSpanishd~bybPO~.ItbtnIadstriotls 
and k c s t  of the centrist organidom, will ahp n+ 
mahintb-ememoryoftheadPanoedprdetarktmattr- 
But history is fond of repti t i -  The m t p  L not 
d u d d o f  new ~ p t s t o ~ a a ~ ~ -  
ieatiomonthepa#ernofthe2~ Mma&d,m,tl&time, 
the 3% &ematid. Such merit attenth only 
as a d iedon  of far more profound pr- place 
inthe working- But it canbe- with& 
in advance that the mtlbist "£rOnk!i," "camps," and "Mer- 
natbmds," lacEdng any theomid foundation, moluti,on- 
arg tradition, or finished wilt have d y  an 
ephemeral character. We &all as@ thun by m c d d p  
&ticking their indecisivenea#1 and bartf-lmmdnm& 
This sketch of the h h p t c y  of the old w w k h p h  
orgykatiws wDuld be h p l e t e  if we failed to mwtiw 
amdlhn, I b  decline alstitutea the most inamwwt 
phemmemn of orrr epoch. E m  before the: W imperialist 
war the French a n m b s J m d i ~  s m d e d  in becoming 
the worst opportunk& and the direct swpants of the bour- 
g e o i S i a I n t h e l a s t w a r ~ o f t h e ~ o n a l ~  
leaders came out as patriots. In the h-t of the dvil war in 
Spain the id pmts as M h i s t m  of the bour- 
geoisie. The &st p-mongers deny the state so 
long as it h not need them. In the hour of danger they, 
like the d a l  dernomts, beccme agmts of the CapitaIist 
The anarchists entered the present war without a pro- 
gram, without a singk'idea, and with a h e r  dirtied by 
their betrayal of the Spaxlish proletariat. Today tfiey are. 
incapable of introducing mythbg into the ranks of the 
workers save pkiotic demoralization flavored with human- 
itarian lamentations, In seeking a rapprochement with the 
anarchist workera who are really prepared to fight for the 
interests of their h, we will at the h e  demand 
that they make a complete break with tha%e leaders who in 
war as well as in d u t i o n  serve as the messenger bogs of 
the bowgeokk 
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The Trade Unions and the War 
While' the magnates of monopoly .c~piblism stand above 
the &cial organs of state power, cofltrdhg them from 
their heights, the opportunist trade union leaders scurry 
m u d  the footstool of state power, n* support for 
it among the working masses. It is impossible to pertorm 
this filthy chore so Ioag as workers' democracy within the 
trade unions is maintained. The regime in the unions, fol- 
lowing the pattern of the regime af the burpis  stam, is 
becoming more and m e  authoritarian. In war time the 
trade union buraumacy dehitively becomes the military 
police of the Army's General Staff in the working class. 
But no zeal will save it. War brings death and destruc- 
tion to the present reformist trade unions. Those trade 
unionists who are in their prime are mobilized for the 
daughter. They are replaced by boys, women, and old men, 
that is, those least capable of resistance. All countries will 
come out of the war so ruined that the standard of living 
for the workers will be thrown back a hundred years. 
Reformist unicms are possible only undex the regime of 
bwrgeois democracya But the fixst to be vanquished in 
the war will be tbe thomughly rotten democracy. In its 
ckhitive downfall it will drag with it dl the workers' 
organizations who served as its support. l'here will be no 
rmm for reformist unions. Capitalist reaction will deskoy 
them mthlessly. It is necessary to warn the workers of thk 
at once and loud enough for everyone to hear. 
A new epoch demands new methds. New m e w  ck 
mand new leaders. It is possible to save the bade unions 
in only one way: by transforming them into fighting or- 
ganizations which will set as their goal victory over capital- 
ist anarchy and imperialist banditry. The trade unions will 
play a paramount role in building d a h t  emnomy, but the 
prdiminary mndition for this is the overthrow of the 
capitalist class and the nationahtion of the means of 
production. The trade unions can escap burial beneath the 
m h  of war only if they take the road of W i s t  me 
lutiwr. 
The Fourth IntemationaI 
The proletarian vanguard is the irreconcilable enemy of 
imperialist war. But it has no fear of tbis war. It accepts 
battle on the arena chosea by the clam enemy, It enters 
this arena with its banners flying. 
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wrth IntertdonaI h the only mganiaah w h i i  
p k d  the SdtaM&y of a new i q d a l i s t  
, which expod the p&ht frauds of the bour- 
motrats and the --bourgeois admhtrera of 
tarmist schwl, .which fought aginst the po?iq of 
cdfabt&tion hahag the name of the 'Tqle's 
" which pilloried the role of the Cornin- 
the anarchiste in Sp&, dich  'mwndkb1y trip 
e &st ihsioas of the mUM, which continued 
to steel its eadws m+fp in * spirit of the revot~t- 
do- class Our pdey in war is only s mcen- 
thted cmtinuatiw of our policy in peace. 
The Fourth Internatid buitds its p q m m  qm the 
granite theoretical foundations of Marxism. Tt rejects the 
contempt!'ble eclectidsm now dominating the ranks of the 
&cia1 l a b  burealimq of the d8erent ~ Q B  and which 
most frequently serves es a cloak #or capitulation to bar-  
gcois demwracy, Our program is fdpmulatd in a of 
dcxnuncnts amd'ble to everyme. The &it of it can be 
summed np in two wad : p p o k t m h  dktdorskig. 
. Our Program Founded on BoIshevism 
The Fourth htemattanal stands moletely and whole 
kartedlv on the foundation of the revolutiomq tradition 
nf 'Bolshdsm and its orgmieationaf methods. Let the 
pet t t -bmrgds radicals whine a&& cmhccntralism A work- 
er who has partidpslteU even once in a strike knows that no 
sttu~gle is possible without disdpline and a firm l e a d d i p .  
Our entire epoch is pwmeakd 4 t h  the spirit of centdim. 
Monoply capitalism has brought mmmk centralid011 
to its ultimate limits. State centralism in the of 
fasdsm assumed a tatatitaria character. The datmmad~il 
more and more attempt to emulate this pattern. The mde 
union bureaucracy is mthlessly defending its powerftd 
machine. The Second and Third Tntemadonata are brazenly 
utilizig the state apparatus in their struggle agsrifist the 
mfution. Under thee conditions the elemmbry 
of a u c w s  k the ~~ of w w l u t i ~  cmtdm 
to the &ism of d m  It Is i n w a b t t  barn an 
organization of the p d c b r b  vaqgmd d d e d  to&er 
by ion discipline, a genuine &&on of tetnm ievd* 
tionistsdrPeady for self-edtk and impired by an mmn- 
rm 
I 
q u d 1 e  will to victory. To prepare the offensive system- 
atically and painstakingly, and whe4 the decisive hour 
s tdca  to throw the entire strength of tbe cIass on to thc 
&Id of bsbtle without f a l k h g ~ l y  a centralized party 
which does not falter i t d f  is came of teaching this to 
thcwwkaa 
Shallow sceptics delight in citing the degmeratlon of 
Bohhwii cmbaIism into bureaoicratkn. As though tht en- 
tire course of history depended on the structure of a party! 
As a matter of fact it is the fate af the party that depends 
on the course of the dass smggle. But in any the 
BoIhk party was the only party which proved in action 
its apacty for accomplishing the proletarian revolution. 
I t  is pradscly such a party that is needed now by the inter- 
national proletariat. If the bourgeois regime comes out of 
the war with impunity, every revolutionary paw win suEer 
degeneration. If the proletarian revolution conquers, thm 
conditions which produce degeneration will disappear. 
In the mditionil of triumphant reaction, mass disillu- 
shment and mass fatigue, in a political atmosphere poi- 
smed by the malignant decomposition of the traditional 
organizations of the working class, in the midst of hapd-  
up difEidties and obstacles, the dwelcpment of the Fourth 
International of necessity proceeded slowly. Isolated and 
at first sight much broader and more promising attempts 
at unifying the left wing have been undertaken more than 
once by centrists who disdained our efforts. Alf these prcl 
tmttious attempts, however, mumbled to dust even before 
the masses had a chance to memorize their names. Onfy 
the Fourth International, with stubbornne~, persistence, 
and increasing success keeps on swimming against thc 
stream. 
We Hove W i t h d d  the Test! 
What characterizes a genuine rev01utionary organization 
is above aft the seriousness with which lt works out and 
tests ib politid fine at each new turn of events. Centralism 
is made fruitful by democracg. In the fire of the war our 
d o n s  pionately discuss all questions of proletarian 
poliq, testing methods and brushing off in passing those 
m b l e  dements who joined w only because of their 
*tion to the Second and Third Internationals. Separa- 
th XFom d b l e  fellow-travelers is the inevitable wtr- 
~ f o r t h e f u t ; r t i e o f t h e F m r t b  
  ofoar^ oar^- 
n o t ~ ~ ~ c d ~ b d t p ~ ~ . t p ~  
hmdmh a. am krmi?* +td* amy 
,**& ~ r n  & & d , ~ .  mt tatrp of 
#be maMes into * mmua- arqa d d at 
orwe the iusignEmet of the qportmfst, pa& d em- 
hist p-. A we d rqdtitidniat kt a factory, a 
baine, a trade otnian, a rcgbxd, a warship, ia w d  in- 
WhIy rtwre than hmdreds o f : ~ ~ s  pmd* 
mttrtimbts &wing in their Ma, 
TAe politicians of the Mg bwrgdarle we far kthr at 
themdm on &e d e  u& tbaFoWh Tnternational 
& a n c r u l r ~ - ~ ~ b t h c e p t a f b r t a l t I n a  
off d i p l d c  rtlaWI the. Fb& ambassador Coulmdre 
and Hitfer, s&dq dtlring &dr :finetl interview to frighten 
each other by the cumeqmam of the war, were in joint 
agreement that the %sly d' &bP wmld & the F w d  
Xntemational. Upon i h ~ .  Im&hF: of bc&XtIm agqinst 
Pofand the mjw F, ~f Yhsce, Denmark surd 0 t h ~  
m&es add dspntchm wyiq that in the w m k d  
quarters in Berlin p i d  appeared on wafts: '%wn 
with StaIin, Lorrg Live Tratsbl" This m a s :  'm 
d f h  &e Third fnkmatid,  Long rive the Fwrth Inter- 
nariodts11 When a detnmtt9tion was orgadzed by the 
m m  resolute workers a d  students of %pe,  on the 
d v e r s a r g  of n a G d  k d d e t l c e ,  tbe 'Tmkctor'? 
Baron Namth is&- an &dal declaration placing the 
re9pon&11ity for this demoet ion  u p  the &&I 
'Trots~tes." The cumqmdence from Fhgm wM$1 a p  
pears in the nmspaptr &ted by Beaes, the former W- 
dent of the Ge&~-Slmak cdhm the fact that 
the Czech mrkm am b c d n g  'Trdyite!' As yet, all 
these are d y  gmptma Bt they k b t e  tmmhhhly 
the trend of dmhpment, The nm -tion of works  
w h ~ t h e v v ; u ~ h ~ m t q ~ ~ d o f d u t i ~ f t w B l  
~ t h d r p ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
t=1 
The Proletarian Revolution 
The M c  conditions for the victory of the proletarian 
revolution have been established by historid experience 
and clarified theoretimlly. ( 1 )  The bourgeois impasse and 
the mtitting confusion of the d i n g  class: (2) the sharp 
dimatisfadon and the striving towards decisive c h a w  in 
the ranks of the --bourgeoisie without whose support 
the big bourgeoisie cannot maintain itself; (3) the an- 
sciousness of the intolerable situation and readiness for 
revolutionary actions in the ranks of the proletariat : (4) a 
clear program and a firm leadership of the proletarian van- 
guard4hese are the four conditions for the victory of the 
proletarian revolution. The main reason for the defeats 
of many revofutions is r m t e d  in the fact that these four 
conditions rarely attain the necessary degree of maturity at 
one and the same time. In history, war has not infrequently 
been the mother of revolution precisely because it rocks 
superannuated regimes to their foundation, weakens the 
ruling class and hastens the growth of revolutionary in- 
dignation among the oppressed classes. 
Already the disorientation of the bourgeoisie, the alarm 
and dissatisfaction of the popular masses are intense, not 
onIy in the watring but also in the neutral countries ; these 
phenomena will become intensified with wery passing 
month of the war. In the last twenty years, it is true, the 
proletariat has suffered one defeat after another, -ach 
graver than the preceding one, became disilIusioned with 
its old parties and met the war undoubtedly in depressed 
spirits. One should not, however, over-estimate the stability 
or durability of such moods. Events created them. events 
will dispel them. 
War as well as revolution is made first and foremost by 
the younger generation. Millions of the youth unable to 
find access to industry began their lives as unemployed and 
therefore remained outside of political life. Today they 
are hdhg their place or they will find it on the morrow: 
the state organizes them into regiments and for this very 
reason opens the possibility for their revolutionary unifica- 
tion. Without a doubt the war will also shake off tht 
a w y  of the older generations. 
The Problem of Lecrdership 
There m n & s  the question of leadership. Will not the 
CNI 
r e P o l u t i 0 ~ 1 b e l X t m p e d ~ t i a t e ~ ~ u c h a s ~ a r e  
two ~~ in the d c e  of impmhhtn while the 
p u b  rwolutimary elem- mmthk a tiq minority? 
X n a t h e r d : ~ w t d i n ~ i n t i m e a  
party apbk df leading thc pmlctumn ~~? In 
w d e r t o a n s m e r t h i $ q ~ ~ i t I s ~ t o  
it corrdy. N W y ,  thgs or that @sing may end 
m d s * w i n e n d i n & ~ ~ 4 0 f h t ~ o f  
t h e m h r ~ ~ p B u t i t i o n o ~ s g d ~ ~ i o f  a 
The~pitdistdd&mway~Imo2esrrapPoroaked 
d e s t h a g o n y i s s o c m a i d u e c L I t L ~ t o ~ f o r  
. long years, if not dccda, of war, q r h g s ,  brief inter- 
ludes of truce, new w m  and new upFiaingrr. A young - 
1uEionary party must base i t d f  on &is p e r e m  %tory 
will provide it with enough ap@ticS and pomibilitie 
t a t e s t i t s e l f , t o ~ ~ ~ a f l d m m a ~ T h e  
swiftw the ranks of the wngud rut fW the mote the 
e p h  of b l d y  convrrfeiants aTin h dmaed ,  tbe b 
~ ~ t l w i I l o u r p l a a e t ~ . B u t t h e g m u ~  
p r o b h w i l l n o t b e d w d i n a n y ~ t r a t i I a n v o l t f t i ~  
p a r t y ~ a t t h e h t a d o f ~ p i o l e t a r i a t . T h c ~  
of t c m p  and W m W &  is of m o w  i m m ;  
but it alt& neither the general, hhbdd pmpctive mr 
the d i d o n  of oar policy. The d d m  is a simple ow: 
it is mcesmq to carry on the work of educating and 
orpdng the p d r i a n  vanguard with tenfold eaergy. 
Precisely in this Iia the task of the F d  hkrmtid. 
The greatest error is d W  by thm who, in sacking 
to jWfy  pessimistic d u s k ,  refer simply to tht wl 
co- of the last war. In the &st p k q  the W 
war gave birth to the October Revolution upon w h  h- 
sons the l a b  ~ovanmt of the whule worId lim. In the 
m n d  place, the d t i o n s  of the present war differ pre . 
foundty frun the c d i t k s  of 1914. The d c  posi- 
tion of 2he hpdalist dates, including the Ut&d S m ,  I .is infinitely worse ~ y ,  and t h ~  d e s b c h e  power of war is W t e l y g r e a t r ~ w a s t b e l c a s e a q ~ o f a ~  ago. There is -fore sufiidcnt mmm to txpdct this tirne a much more rapid and much more dacie ive 'dm on the pwt of the workers and of the a r q ,  1411 
T'he aper i t l l~  of the first war did not pass without 
deeply &sting the masses. The h d  Intematiod drcw 
its strq$h f.mm tJbC still atmost uutmchcd democratic and 
padbt~ ihdas  of the masses. T k  workers sericnlsly hopad 
that the. war of 1914. would 6.e the last war. The soldiers 
allowed thmdws to bt killed in mdcr to spare Zhdr 
children a new slaughter. Only t h d s  to this Imp could 
men have withstood war for more than four years. T h y  
almost n&bg remaifis of the democratic and pacifist att- 
&om. The peoples are suffering the present war without 
any longer believing in it, without expecting anything more 
from it than new chains. This applies Jso to the totalitarian 
statczr. The older generation of the workers who bore on 
th&r bacbts .the burden of the ht im@aIist war and 
who have not forgotten its lessom are t i l l  far from 
&hated from the arena. In the ears of the next to the 
oldest gemration, which went to s&ml during war time, 
the false slogans of patriotism and pa&m are still ring- 
ing. The inestimable political cl~perience of these strata 
who are now ,cmdd by the weight of the war machine 
win reveal i d f  in full force when the war compels the 
to* massa to come out o p d y  against their govern- 
ments. 
Either Socialism or S l m q  
Ouf theses, WW the F w h  b t & d  (1934), 
state : "The exposure of the utterly reactionary, decaying 
and murderous nature of modern capitalism, the collapse of 
democracy, reformism and @sm, the unpostpoaabk and 
burnii need of the pro1e-t to find a way to salvation 
from inmpable ruin places the world revolution with a 
new force on the order of the day." 
Today it is no longer a question, as was the case in the 
nineteenth century, of simply assuring a more rapid and 
more healthy development of economic life: today it is a 
question of saving mankind from suicide. I t  is precisely 
the acuteness of the historid problem that completely cuts 
the ground from under the feet of the opportunist pad-. 
The patty of the revolution, on the contrary, finds a well- 
spring of inexhaustible power in the consciousness of the' 
f q t  that it carries out inex0eIe historical necessity. 
.Moreover, iris impermissible to put m the same plane 
P21 
t h e ~ i e v 0 1 ~ ~ * ~ ~ b  
~ o ~ ~ ~ t 3 t e i r ~ a t ~ ~ d  
the last war. m y  the * plarry of be Bohhdh 
represented a revdutiwwy fara at that timc But errm 
the lather, ia ib O V B C W ~  majority fdd, except for x 
4 emigre group around Idq, to shed ih national 
nart- and bo rise to the prs@vc: of the world 
T h e F o u r t h ~ i n n ~ a t t d ~ y i n  
preparatim possam idnite ahnhges aver its 
806s at the beginning of tht last -war* The Fourth hhr- 
nstiofiaf is the direct heir of E d d m h  inib flower. The 
F ~ I n k m ~ h a s ~ b a d . * t r a d i h l o f  the mte 
b a r R t v o l u t i o n d h a a ~ i a r o ~ t k ~  
ence of the richeat hi&* period htww the two im- 
perialist wars. It has faitb iu itself amwd b future 
War, let us o m  again r e d ,  ugdsup a m m d y t b  
palitid developaneat. Thw great &ash which only yet- 
t h y  seemad long yta~s, if not de&e away, mn loc#11 
updiredybeforet ldihthencxttwoorthr#~s,and 
e w t l ~ e r , P r a g m m w h k h a r c ~ o n b a b i ~ p c e  
time ~~ will M W y  remsrirr dmglhg in mif i r .  
O n t h e o t h e r ~ t k F o u r t h ~ ~ P r o g r a m o f  
Transitid Demands which aParaeA so ' ~ d "  to near- 
sighted politicians, will rtvcal its fd sign&- in the 
mobirizatiaat of the masses for the conquest 
At the bqghhg  of the new revdutioa, the opportttnista 
will once again Saive, just as they did a quarter of a 
century ago, to htme the workers with the idea that it is 
impossible to b d d  d i m  on ruins and d-h. As 
if the proletariat is free to choose1 It is necessary to build 
on those foundations which history provides. The Russian 
Revolution showed that workers' FuIe can raiae wexl a 
very backward country out of deepest poverty. All the 
greater are the miracles ofwn to the proletariat of the r d  
vanced countries. War destroys structures, rdwaya, fac- 
tories, mines; but it destroy tdmhgy ,  
skills. Afkr creating ib own aEate1 comedy oagaaizing its 
own ianks, draw@ into the wmk q&ed form3 bc 
Wl 
war, lnrt wiU a h  create 
mmhg of culture on the foundation of ddarity, 
WHAT 70 DO? 
In Berlin they are already hastening to celebrate victory. 
whole world. 
"But isn't the working dass obliged in the present co 
ditiuns to aid the democracies in their struggle against 
German fascisml" That is how the question is put by 
broad petty-bourgeois circles for whom the proletariat al- 
ways remains only an auxiliary tool of this or that faction 
of the bourgeoisie. W e  reject this policy with indignation. 
Naturally there exists a difference b e e n  the political 
regimes in bourgeois society just as there is a difference in 
the -fort between various cars in a railway train. But 
when the whole train is plunging into an abyss the dis- 
tinction between decaying democracy and murderous fas- 
cism disappears in the face of the collapse of the entire 
capitalist pystem. 
By his victories and bestialities Hitler provokes naturally 
the sharp hatred of workers the world over. But between 
this legitimate hatred of workers and the helping of his 
weaker but not less reactionary enemies is an unbridgeable 
gulf. The victory of the imperialists of Great Britain and 
France wodd be not less frightful for the ultimate fate 
of mankind than that of Hitler and Mussolini. Bourgeois 
democracy cannot be saved. By helping their bourgeoisie 
agaiast foreign fascism the workers would only accelerate 
T- y 
which is posed by h i i  is not to suppmt one of 
- the imperialist system against d e r  but to make an end 
of the system as a whole. 
W o r b  Must b a r n  Military Arts 
The rndihrhtiwi of the masses is further intensifid 
ewq day. We- reject the gmteque prekwion of 
away with this miIitddm through empty @fist pro- 
t e s t s . A l l t h e g n s t ~ w i l l k d e & d e d i n t h e m x t  
qmh arms in h a d  Thc w h  M d  mat fear axmbl; 
on the contmq they shottM leadto use them. M u t i o n -  
Iats nr, more v t e  tkmdves from the w e  druiry: 
warthaninpace.AB&hedcset.ivcbitotoenotonfp 
the k t  trade animist but dm thit heat soldicr. 
W e d o n o t w i s h f o ~ t h c ~ 3 e t o d r i v e u n -  
trained or Wf-trained sotdim.at h I& hour &O thc 
battlefield. We demand that the s b k  immediately provide 
the worker8 and the memphyed w@h tht pdM1'W of 
learnkg how to handle the Me, the hand the 
~ ~ g m , t h e ~ t h t d ~ , t h e ~ t a u d  
the ather tools of w. Spdd d h r y  a c b 1 s  are necw- 
~ i u c l o B e ~ 0 1 1 d ~ t h e ~ l l i l i 0 1 1 $ s o ~ t t a e  
workers can W e  sldlal q d a l h b  of the d t a r p  art. 
able to hold posts as commanders. 
This Is Not Our War! 
At the same time we do not' forget for a moment that 
this war is not wxr war. In contradistinetiw to the S e d  
and Third Tntdonals ,  tht Fourth International builds 
its policy not on the military fortunes of the capitakt 
states but on the tmwfornradon of the imperialist war 
into a war of the workers against the mpitalkts, an &e 
overthrow of the ruling chis= of alI countries, on the 
world socialist revolutim. The shifts in the battle lines at 
the front, the d&mc&n of national apitals, the 
tion of temitoties, the domfall of individual states repre- 
sent from this standpoint only tragic episode8 on the mad 
to the ~ t r u c t i o n  of modem society. 
,JndepmMy of the corvse of the war, we foltfiU otu 
& k c  task: we explain to the workers the imcmdUW 
between their intmsts d the h tae& of b l m  
capitalism; we ~~ the toilers against impddbm; we 
pmpagate the d t y  of the w o r k s  fn dl warring d 
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